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I: RESEARCH ON THE LIGHTNING BIRD1 in the ZEITZ MOCAA
MUSEUM, THE WATERFRONT, CAPE TOWN
https://www.timeslive.co.za/sunday-times/lifestyle/2017-09-15-in-pictures-inside-zeitz-mocaa-themuseum-everyones-talking-about/

Behind the façade which the world calls “art“ in this new museum, located at the V & A
Waterfront Cape Town, appears lies a very dark spiritual agenda.
In the media, this museum is being heralded as the biggest contemporary art museum in
Africa.
The building was originally the old grain silo complex, which has been transformed by the
British architect Thomas Heatherwick in collaboration with, and co-funded by, the German
businessman Jochen Zeitz, to house his enormous art collection in a R38 000 000
renovation.

Jochen Zeitz is the Co-Founder and Co-Chair with Sir Richard Branson of Virgin Air, of the
B -Team and founder of the Zietz Foundation for Intercultural Ecosphere Safety. He uses
his millions to change opinions on climate change.
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In 2010, Zeitz co-wrote and published a book entitled: “Prayer, Profit and Principles –
Monk and Manager in Dialogue“, with the Benedictine monk Anselm Grun, which has been
translated into 15 languages.
Anselm Grun is the Catholic, charismatic, mystic monk who resides in the German
Munsterschwarzbach Monastery, which has now became a place of pilgrimage. He has
been dubbed the “popstar” of the Catholic Church, who said “we should be asking
ourselves what we can learn from Islam“.
It appears that he mixes Catholic mysticism and modern psychology in a toxic spiritual
mix, and is said to be a forerunner of a small religious revolution being ignited, particularly
among European youth.
So the spiritual ideology behind this art museum appears to be dubious, not to mention the
sources of it's funding.
What is the real agenda behind this art museum?

In this mutual collaboration the architect explains;
“As we turned into the fact that a lot of artists have chosen to work in Europe, Asia or
North America, or send their work to be exhibited there, it felt exciting to be
collaborating on a place that will do the opposite to what the grain silo used to do.
From here grain was exported all over the world outwards. Now, we’re creating a
place to which art can return and from where it will not leak away.”
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The choice of his words is very revealing. A grain silo was in effect a storage house of
grain which could be used for food. Cape Town was traditionally known as the “bread
basket” a place of provision.
One of the “art” installations is actually a huge pile of hollow plastic corncobs, as if all the
corn has been removed leaving only the shell, a recurring theme in the art in the museum.
This art museum has been built with 80 galleries to store “black” art, a term which
prophetically does not only imply colour. It is being marketed as a store house of art which
will not leak away, a place where it will be stored!
The interior design to transform the grain silo was based on the shape of a grain of corn,
which a team of professional sculptors created, carving through the centuries old concrete
tubes of the silo to form an impressive cathedral like structure which soars above the
viewer. The top of these tubes are enclosed with glass, which gives an even more
cathedral, church like quality of light to the building. In effect these glassed in tubes form
the same sort of oculus, a circular opening in a dome or wall, which appears in almost all
religious dome structures worldwide.
The word Oculus in Latin means an “EYE”. An oculus was also known as an “Oeil de
Boeuf” from the French meaning a “BULL’S EYE.”
One of the forms of BAAL was a bull! It is the same imagery behind the “all seeing eye” the
“Eye of Baal.” It is the single most important symbol of the Illuminati, for it exemplifies the
supernatural power they wield from Lucifer and the Masonic Christ. In Egyptian occult, the
right eye symbolised the sun and the left the moon. Thus to cover the right eye is to signal
the “ left hand path” plan of the anti-christ.
In the book “ masonic and the Occult Symbols illustrated” by Dr. Kathy Burns confirms this
by writing;
“since the all seeing eye represents the Egyptian Osiris, let is look at who Osiris is.
He committed incest with his sister Isis, which resulted in the birth of Horus the
Egyptian god of the dead as well as the sun. Osiris was known by many other names
in other countries. In Thrace and Greece he was Dionysus, the God of pleasure
partying and wine, his rites included human sacrifice and sexual orgies. The
Phrygians knew him as Sabazius where he was honoured as the horned solar deity,
whose emblem was a serpent. In other places he was known as : Deouis, The Boy
Jupiter, the Centaur (hybrid half man half horse), Orion, Saturn, The Boy Plutus,
Iswara, The Winged One, Nimrod, Adoni, Thammuz, Prometheus, Poseidon, Butes,
Dardanus, Himeros, Imbors, Iasuis, Zeus, Iacchus, Hu, Thor, Sreapis, Ormuzd,
apollo, Atus, Hercules,, Shiva, Moloch and BAAL.”
All of these titles particularly the “winged one” could apply to the name of the dragon which
hangs in the MOCAA Museum!
The one eyed symbolism is associated with the anti-christ even in Islam, as the “false
messiah” the “liar” “deceiver” Al-Masih ad-DAJJAL, an evil being who will seek to
impersonate the Messiah!
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According to the Hadith of Mohammed, Mohammed is said to have prophesied that the
MASIH-AD DAJJAL would be the last of the 30 deceivers and that:
“Ad- Dajjal is blind in the right eye and his eye looks like a bulging out grape.”
This is why in many music videos many of the performers cover their right eye, as
symbolism of the all seeing eye, it is the same spirit … the anti-christ spirit!
TV commercial for the Dior perfume, J’Adore
The spiritual agenda behind an oculus was perfectly demonstrated in the 2014, TV
commercial for the Dior perfume, J’Adore, where a sash of material like a serpent is
released through an oculus in the dome of what like a church, on which the South African
actress Charlise2 Theron as the golden goddess begins to climb in ascension saying the
words: “now is the time, the only way out is up.“ As she climbs and exits through the
oculus onto the roof she steps into the “new world where the future is gold.”

The name Dajjal is rooted in the Arabic word “dajel” which means “to gold plate” or to
“coat in gold.” It is derived from the word meaning “to mix.”
The Zeitz Foundation also bought 85 art works at the Venice Biennale, and it was for the
54th Venice Biennale, that artist Nicholas Hlobo first exhibited, the “IMPUNDULU ZONKE
ZIYANDILENDA” the “Lightning Bird” which translated means “all lightning birds are after
me.”
This seminal art object made of rubber inner tubing, multi-coloured ribbons a horned
animal skull and pink theatre lights: “allows the viewer to enter a fantastical world not
normally accessible to us.”
PLEASE NOTE: Kanaan is not personally attacking/classifying the actress, we are merely referring to her
by name as the actress who appeared in a Dior commercial portraying the role of the golden goddess.
2
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In other words … the spirit world!
The connection with Venice and the Venice Biennale with many of the art works on display
in the MOCAA Museum is not coincidental and very revealing. Many of the works were
either purchased directly there or commissioned by them.
Venice is and always has been, the home of the Black Nobility sponsored art.
The city of Venice in the Renaissance was associated with the goddess VENUS the
goddess, who ascended out of the sea.
The Venetian oligarchy drew value from this relationship, connecting the image of the
goddess and Venice both being born of the Sea.

The name Venice is considered by many as simply a corruption of the name
Venus!
In fact, the insatiable art market for images of the naked goddess who rose from the foam
as depicted in Botticelli’s painting, had its origins in Venice, as did the paintings of the
reclining nude goddess, the “ Toilet of Venus” and the iconography of Venus and her lover
Adonis which have flooded art galleries and museums, were all both Venetian and
Venusian imagery.
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The three factors in the Venetian production of Venusian imagery were: the sea,
prostitution and trade, which formed the foundation for the enormous wealth of Venetian
bankers who became and still are the Illuminati Black Nobility.
Venice became the perfect setting for the envisioning of the Renaissance interpretation of
Venus and the artist TITIAN became the perfect artist to be chosen to create it.
In the original Hebrew the name for LUCIFER was HEYLEL BEN SHACHAR. The first
Hebrew word HEYEL means MORNING STAR, literally the planet VENUS! It derives from
the Hebrew root HALAL meaning to “ shine or give light, TO BOAST.”
During the 4th C. when Jerome was translating from the Greek Septuagint to the Latin of
the Vulgate, he worded the passage to associate Isaiah 14:12 with the Morning Star as
the planet Venus with LUCIFER, bringing to light the nature of Satan and Anti-christ with
regard to the King of Babylon, Nebuchanezzar II.

This is the counterfeit, anti-christ, morning star VENUS.
As the morning star Venus was female and in the evening she was male. This is an
androgynous spirit. When Venus rose before the sun, it was in fact prophetically called the
“false light” the Star of the Morning or LUCIFER. In the evening it was called VESPER,
Latin for evening.
This dual sexuality was embodied in the imagery and worship of the Queen of Heaven, the
goddess Ishtar, simply a form of Venus, as the goddess of both love and war. As the male
Venus she was a bearded female!
The true Morning Star is YESHUA the MESSIAH. (Revelation 22:16).
Isaiah 11:1,10 “I, Jesus have sent mine angel, my messenger, to testify,witness and give
assurance of these things for the churches. I am the Root, the Source and Offspring of
David, and radiant and brilliant Morning Star.”
This background is important in understanding the back story behind the imagery of the
Lightning Bird in the MOCAA museum, the “art installation,” called the IMPUNDULU
ZONKE, KWANE, IZULU or INYONI YEZULU, which was first displayed at the Venice
Biennale. The massive skull headed, bird / dragon that is suspended in the MOCAA
central court yard, hovering between heaven and earth, … is it like some sort of demonic
guardian, watching over the creepy underground tunnel network of the original silo? …
which form other underground galleries.
A demonic hybrid bird which hangs bathed in the light of the glass topped atrium tubes of
the “ cathedral ” of the MOCAA, the new Art Museum in the Waterfront Cape Town.
The sound system of the museum continually plays the Lightning Bird’s Lullaby
which the literal writing on the wall states is:
“seducing us with a haunting lullaby” as the people view the art.
It’s eerie supernatural masculine voice, continually permeating the atmosphere with
unintelligible lyrics, like the song of the devil himself!
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This is subliminal programming at its best which people visiting the museum are being
subjected to! A Lullaby is sung to children to put them
to sleep.

The mythology behind this demonic bird derives from the
folklore of the PONDO, ZULU and XHOSA tribes of South
Africa, which they derive from the natural Hammerkop bird.

In one of the houses that we used to live in there was a beautiful pond in which were large
goldfish. When they mysteriously began to disappear, I began to monitor why. I discovered
that Hammerkops used to hover so high above the pond that I could hardly see them, then
they suddenly dived vertically down so accurately, they could spear a fish and be gone
with it in a second, they were so fast.
This imagery made a lot of sense to me in understanding the spiritual similarity behind the
Xhosa name Lightning Bird – a deadly spirit that can kill so accurately.
In these African myths the Impundulu takes the form of a black and white bird, which can
shapeshift into a beautiful young man who seduces women. It is said to summon thunder
with its wings and talons.
In Zulu it is known as INYONI YEZULU meaning “Bird of the heavens” is sent by the
“Lord of the Sky” when he wishes to have a human, and descends from the sky with
thunder.

This description has overtones of the Biblical seduction of Eve in the Garden
of Eden!
In African mythology, the IMPUNDULU is a supernatural VAMPIRIC CREATURE,
associated with witchcraft. It is described as the “servant or familiar spirit” particularly of a
female witch or witch doctor, which takes the form of a handsome young man, which has
an insatiable appetite for blood!
It is described as being an immortal spirit, because like vampires, it outlives it’s masters –
as it gets passed down through the generations. It’s immortality means that it cannot be
killed. It is thus impervious to gun shots or stabbing. It cannot be poisoned or drowned, but
it can be destroyed by fire!
African legend states that this bird is passed down in a witch’s family from mother to
daughter as a familiar who comes to his mistress in the form of a beautiful WHITE young
man often dressed in a grey suit who has sexual connection with her.
This IMPUNDULU in the MOCAA Museum appears to represent the physical manifestation
of a familiar spirit which empowers witchcraft, passed down through the maternal
bloodline!
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It is perceived to dwell in the blood of a person and cannot be given to a person by any
means. It is inherited power given by the ancestors.
There is an African saying: “No one knows for certain who is a witch, and that a
submissive young bride, outwardly demure and obedient might be the possessor of the
dreadful Lightning Bird, whose kick can cause sickness and death, will kick until they die.”
It is said to manifest through lightning to men, but to women it reveals itself as a bird or a
beautiful young man, often leaving claw marks on her body after an encounter.
In the museum it is depicted as a dragon / bird, but the Xhosa say that it can manifest as a
black rooster.
The fat of the bird is used by witch doctors, which is believed to be of significance, either
as a fuel that the bird sets on fire when it throws down lightning or as a component in
traditional medicine.
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The witches place a large vessel of amasi mixed with various medicines near a pool
frequently at the top of mountains to attract lightning. The witch remains close by watching
and when the lightning strikes, the bird descends and the witch rushes forward to procure
the fat by catching the bird at the moment the lightning strikes the ground or by digging the
bird up from an underground cavity at the spot of the lightning strike.
Some legends state that the lightning is in fact the excreta of the Lightning Bird which is
excreted like oil like fat which burns everything it touches.
The bird fat is boiled and the fat ingested by the witch doctors to put on their bodies
(pepeta) and to anoint their lightning rods.
A few years ago Peacock feathers were sold for a great price in Natal being supposed to
be the feathers of the Lightning bird.
This is not surprising for the image worshipped by the Islamic Yezidi as the fallen angel
Satan, is in fact the Peacock. The same image used by CNN as their logo!

Could this witchcraft be linked to all the fires that have happened in the
Cape?
It is at this spot where lightning strikes, that the IMPUNDULU bird lays a large egg which
will hatch the following summer.
In African tradition it is the tribal witch doctor only who holds the rank to play an essential
role in dealing with the Lighting Bird.
By obtaining an extraction from the bird’s flesh, the fat or blood, the witch doctor may
exert control over the minds of both law-abiding and criminal members of society,
as the Impundulu is the “confidant” of witches sent to do their bidding – it reports
back to them.
This is why in the Silo Art Museum the IMPUNDULU is actually called the “WITCHES
SERVANT.”
The Lightning Bird as a VAMPIRE feeds off blood, but in human form, it feeds off
humans both spiritually and physically, thus causing confusion , sickness and bad
luck, particularly if dispatched by a witch doctor.
In animal form, the Impundulu feeds on other birds in a similar fashion to the VAMPIRE
FINCH which draws blood by pecking at birds while they sleep, or the African Red-Billed
Oxpecker who sits on the backs of cattle feeding on their blood. Both of these descriptions
are almost identical to the actions of Succubus and Incubus which are unclean familiar
spirits.
Likewise, when African witches shapeshift into Hyenas, the Lightning Bird too is said to be
often seen riding on their backs. The same description as demonic possession in African
Voodoo, when demons ride on their backs.
In 2015 a South African man was convicted of culpable homicide after killing a two year old
child as he believed he was an IMPUNDULU!
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There is another interesting connection. The name Impundulu is linked to the Zulu word
IMPUNDU meaning a “gate post” which were one of the posts standing on either side of
the entrance to the isibaya.

This bird in the museum is positioned at one of the main “gates” not only to
Cape Town and the Waterfront, but to South Africa.
Is it also not coincidentally positioned almost directly opposite, the bronze statue of the
shepherdess holding the anchor, another “gate keeper?”
This is also an anti-christ image – a female shepherd, the counterfeit of Yeshua the
Messiah, the True Shepherd.
Impundu also means the smallest lobe of a beast’s liver which is said to make a man
forgetful if he eats it, the same agenda as the lullaby of the Impundulu! It was considered
the pre-requisite of the old women for a certain plant whose bulbous roots were stuck at
the entrance to kraals in order to make the abatakti forgetful of their evil practices.
This Lightning Bird in the Museum, fits the international mythological pattern of powerful
demonic spiritual forces which were often described as chaotic, which took the shape of
hybrid half human / animal flying creatures (birds) which I believe are connected to fallen
angels.
These monster flying creatures in ancient Sumerian, Babylonian and Mesopotamian were
the divine storm bird ANZU the “ rebel bird” or ZU BIRD, also known as the IMDUGUD,
the forerunner of the American EAGLE, and the PHOENIX. A massive bird that could
breathe fire and water, the personification of the southern wind, the heavy rain of
thunderstorms, who at dawn spread its wings and roared with a frightening voice in the
direction of the sun rising in the mountains, causing the land to tremble.
This was also the lion / dragon LABBU of Mesopotamia, which forms the metaphoric
description of the king of Egypt in Ezekiel 32:2-10: “a lion among nations … the dragon
(Tanin) in the sea”: a composite creature with leonine and serpentine features. This is the
serpent who bites with the teeth of a lion!

The Lion / Bird Hybrid
The Griffin, the lion / bird hybrid was another form as was:
•
•
•
•

The Assyrian LAMASSU the winged bull / lion deity.
The THUNDERBIRD of the North American Indians.
The CHONCHON of Chile and Argentina.
The Jewish ZIZ a bird so huge it blocked out the sun with its wingspan.

The Jewish rabbis state, that as Leviathan is king of the fishes, so the ZIZ rules over all
birds and things that fly including witches!
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Just as the Impundulu in the MOCAA Museum sings its lullaby continually, the
Jewish Rabbis claim the ZIZ by another name RENANIN, “ is the celestial singer” of
the heavenly realms.
•
•
•
•
•

The Albanians had the SHTRIGA,
the Latin STRIX,
Italian STREGA,
Polish STRZYGA, and
in Jewish mythology the hybrid half human/ half bird, child killer LILITH.

All of these are depictions of powerful evil vampiric hybrid flying bird like witches, that suck
blood at night particularly that of infants.
ALL of these are mythological forms, which include the Impundudlu, are of the giant
hybrids, the monstrous production of the interbreeding of human women with fallen angels.
The fact that the Impundulu is passed down through the female bloodline is revealing, as
the enormous tail of the Impundudlu in the Silo Museum looks more like an umbilical cord
than a tail.
This umbilical cord is attached to the building. Coupled with the fact that this art
museum is being hailed as the “Mother of all art museums” situated in the “Mother City” is
also revealing.

Could the museum be a sort of Womb from which this dragon, anti-christ
spirit will be birthed through art?
In eastern religions KUNDALINI is most often symbolised as a large black dragon,
depicting the power of the Great Mother, SHAKTI (the false holy spirit).
In an examination of mystical literature and traditions worldwide, Kundalini is called by
various names, found in the teachings of the Egyptians, Tibetans, Chinese, Native
American Indians, the SAN/ KUNG Bushmen of Africa to name but a few.
In Yoruba Orisha African spiritual tradition, Kundalini it is known as ORISHA OSUMARE,
the Rainbow Serpent or Spirit of the rainbow!
Mandela3 was the first to call South Africa the RAINBOW NATION!
In essence OSUMARE is an external archetypal representation of Kundalini energy. It is
said to form “an infinite gateway of immense power” which is exactly what the flying
dragon in the Silo Museum appears to be forming – a spiritual gateway.
In northern Africa in Egypt Kundalini was called the URAEAS serpent, emerging from the
forehead of the pharaoh, which depicted full occult enlightenment.
In Hinduisin the LORD of YOGA, is SHIVA who is also known as the bird HAMSA4 or
“Purusha of the soul” whose wings are called Prana and the Mind ( witches use the power
of the Impundulu for mind control).
3
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SHIVA5 IS THE GOD OF THE GUPTA FAMILY!
HAMSA / SHIVA (male) is the JIVA, the living being or entity, the life force of Shiva. The
Jiva is seen as the immortal essence which survives physical death, that is why they have
chosen the Impundulu to image it, as in African myth as it too is seen as an immortal spirit.
This spirit seeks to fly upward to heaven to the 1000-petalled lotus of the crown chakra
(symbolised by the oculus window), but must unite and move together with the SHAKTI
(female, mother) principal, KUNDALINI.
The word Jiva originated from the Sanskrit jivas with the root jiv “ to breathe.” It has the
same Indo-European root as the Latin word vivas meaning “ alive”. Meaning a “living
spirit.”
It is the Hamsa bird / dragon / Shiva, that carries the Kundalini up the spine in Yoga6.
This appears to be what is behind the depiction in the Dior commercial, which I referred to
in which Charlise Theron played the golden goddess climbing the serpent (the sash) up
through the oculus. Which is exactly the same imagery as being displayed in the MOCAA
Museum!
At the same time it is the Hamsa Bird of SHIVA that turns the force of Kundalini into a force
of spiritual aspiration and ascent. Together, they form the “feathered or rainbow serpent”
the dragon / bird that flies upward holding the serpent (Kundalini).
Sometimes Kundalini even takes the form of a bird itself. Together they form the electrical
and ascending energy, the IDA and PINGALA of coursing through the Sushumna of the
spine in Yoga.
I believe that ribbons of the dragon in the Silo Museum are actually symbolising the
kundalini energy (the feathered serpent) being carried upwards by the dragon.

The same electrical energy that is said to causes the Impundulu to create
lightning!
Could the imagery of the Lightning Bird soaring upwards in the oculus like tubes of the
MOCAA art museum heralded as benign art be the darkest forces of African ancestral and
occult witchcraft?
Much of the rest of the art imagery housed in the museum is also very dark. Sculptures of
black horned hybrids – half human, male and female, half animal humanoids. Many with
Biblical references; “Revelations”, “Looking for Jesus” etc.
The African artist Nandipha Mntambo uses actual cow hides which she moulds on her own
body to form strange empty suspended humanoid images, which are formed from the
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Knowledge from the occult world …
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hardened animals, almost as if all the humanity has been “raptured” and the only thing left
is a “beast skin.”
In one of her installations she forms cow hides into a suspended army of robotic male
ghost like animals skins, as if any humanity has totally departed leaving a spirit army of
beasts.
Another of her installations forms a demonic tree rooting the ceiling to the floor, which
is made of hundreds of hardened cow hides – beast skins.
Trees has always been a shamanic image – the vehicle of ascension into the spirit world.
There is another set of rooms which are completely set apart, with an entrance door, on
which is a very clear spirit painting.
The interior walls of the rooms are entirely covered with “spirit ” drawings, with dummies of
human people sitting like staring dolls, as if again, all humanity has been removed from
them leaving nothing but death.
It just made me SO sad that we have fallen so far away from anything that is good and
beautiful, and have become so conditioned to the occult, that people are willing to pay
ridiculous amounts of entrance money to view the demonic and even applaud it as being
worthy of praise and admiration.

The Role of ART
Even among ancient cultures, art was one of the first forms of communication we just have
to look at the most ancient forms of cave art. It was not only communication but it was also
one of the first forms of spiritual religious experience.
Art can also be a very accurate barometer in revealing where a society is headed, one
only needs to look at the visual propaganda of Stalin and Hitler’s regimes, not to mention
that of the present days media, to understand that.
Art can prophesy for good or for evil. Visual imagery has the power to effect environments
both physically and spiritually.
God used the visual in communicating prophetically in the life of the prophet Jeremiah;
directing him to a landscape and an almond tree asking him “what do you
see?” (Jeremiah 1:11).
As He did with Ezekiel in the vision of dry bones (Ezekiel 37) and the Revelations to John.
The Word of the Lord came to them in a very visual way.
Is it coincidence that the Nazis and the Vatican were and are, so obsessed with art? Hitler
longed more than anything else to be a respected artist.
He used the demonic music and imagery of Wagner to mesmerise and mind control the
German people and help fuel the Nazi frenzy. Is this not the same tactic as the demonic
lullaby of the dragon is being used in the Silo in Cape Town, to lull and mind control
the people of Cape Town not only to sleep, but into accepting the occult as “art?“
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When we are asleep we cannot see with our natural eyes! In effect we are
blind!
The Greek, Eastern and Russian orthodox churches, as have the Vatican, always been
one of the greatest patrons of the arts, in particular religious art. The Orthodox churches
employ priest / artists to paint icons of a false Jesus Mary Queen of Heaven and saints.
The Vatican museums and churches are described as the richest storehouses of art in the
world! Could this be In effect a religious mind controlled propaganda?
What we look at visually and what we listen to, can set us on a path for good or for evil.
What we look at with our eyes and listen to with our ears, sows into our souls and into our
subliminal minds.
Art from the earliest times was the vehicle that fallen angels used to form cult worship
directed towards them. The definition of a cult image is a material object representing a
deity to which religious worship is directed.
The word idolatry originally meant the worship of idols, images or other figures, but
expanded to often include the embrace of false doctrines, religions and ideologies as if
they were true.
It was the taking of something for that which is not, or the deliberate promotion of error.
Thus is became one of the main vehicles, if not the primary ones, used by Satan. That is
why YHVH in the Bible warns against all forms of idolatry.
Exodus 20:4-5 “You shall not make yourself a graven image to worship it, or any likeness
of anything that is in the heavens above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the
water under the earth . You shall now bow down yourself to them or serve them: for I the
Lord you God am a jealous God visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children to the
third and fourth generations of those who hate me. But showing mercy and steadfast love
to those who love Me and keep My Commandments.”
Isaiah 42:8 “I am the Lord; that is My Name! And My glory I will not give to another, not My
praise to graven images.”
Isaiah 48:11 “ … and I will not give My glory to another by permitting worshippers of idols
to triumph over you.”
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Acts 17:29-31 “Therefore since we are God’s offspring, we should not think that the divine
being, the Godhead, the Deity is like gold or silver or stone – an image made by man’s
design and skill, of the nature of a representation by human art and imagination or
anything constructed or invented. Such former ages of ignorance God, it is true, ignored
and allowed to pass unnoticed, but now He charges all people everywhere to repent, to
change their minds for the better and heartily to amend their ways with abhorrence of their
past sins. Because He has fixed a day when He will judge the world righteously, justly by a
Man whom he has destined and appointed for that task and He has made this credible and
given conviction and assurance and evidence to everyone by raising Him from the
dead.” (Psalm 9:8. 96:13. 98:9)
From time immemorial even before writing, Art was the first means of communication and
has always been a foundation of worship, that is why art galleries are filled with so many
people longing to fill their lives with something visually uplifting and inspiring.
Art is a powerful medium which can lead to the worship of something and even someone.
Just think of the worship of the work of Leonardo da Vinci for example.

Art can have the power to capture the imagination and attention, to
imprint the mind and even the heart.
Even Pope Benedict XVI understood the effects of idolatry when he wrote these amazingly
sage words:
“ Worship of an idol, instead of opening the human heart to God, to a liberating
relationship that permits the person to emerge from the narrow space of his own
selfishness, to enter the dimensions of love and reciprocal giving, shuts the person
into the exclusive and desperate circle of self-seeking.”
Francis Bacon in 1620 wrote about idols which still could apply, perhaps even more so
than then:
“ there are four classes of idols which beset men’s minds:
The Idols of the Tribe which have their foundation in human nature itself and in the tribe
(clans) or race of men.
The Idols of the Cave which are the idols of the individual man, for everyone has an
internal cave (mind) or den of his own which refracts and distorts and discolours the light
of nature and human understanding like a mirror which receiving rays irregularly, distorts
and discolours the image by mingling his own nature and opinions with it, through
education, conversation and the reading of books, and through the authority of those he
esteems and admires.
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The Idols of the Market Place which I call Commerce and the Consort of Men, formed by
the intercourse and association of men with each other, for it by this discourse that men
associate and words are imposed according to the apprehension of the vulgar, which by
words overrule the understanding and throw into confusion to lead men away into
numbness, empty conversation and idle fancies.
The Idols which have immigrated into men’s minds from various dogmas and
philosophies and from the wrong laws of demonstration which I call the Idols of the
Theatre, because in my judgement they are but so many stage plays, representing worlds
of their own internal creation after an unreal and scenic fashion.
Let men learn the difference that exists between the Idols of the Human mind and the
ideas of the Divine Mind ( of God.) The former are arbitrary abstractions, the latter
the true marks of the CREATOR on His creatures as they are imprinted on and
defined in matter, by true and exquisite touches.”
John Calvin wrote in “Institutes of the Christian Religion” …
“Seeing the brutish stupidity that has overspread the globe, men longing after visible
forms of God and so forming deities of wood and stone, silver and gold or of any
other dead and corruptible matter, we must hold it as a first principal, that as any form
is assigned to God, His glory is corrupted by an impious image.”
He also wrote in “Enduring persecution for Christ” …
“Scripture constantly recalls the rejection of “ idols of silver and gold, the work of
men’s hands. They have mouths, but do not speak, eyes but do not see.”
These empty idols make their worshippers empty” those who make them are like them; so
are all who trust in them (Psalm 115:4-5, Isaiah 44:9-20, Jeremiah 10:1-16 and Daniel
14:1-30).
God however is the “Living God” (Joshua 3:10. Psalm 42:3) who gives life and
intervenes in history.
In recent times almost every form of art and art inspired media, has taken a downwards
turn towards darkness, lawlessness and rebellion, igniting and plummeting art and artists
into deeper and deeper darkness and thus conditioning the viewers along the downward
spiral.
Art has fallen into the same confusion, emptiness, ugliness, depravity and darkness of soul
that has been the prelude to the fall of so many nations and civilisations. It is the lesson of
Babylon. This end will always be the result of worshipping anything other than the True
and Living God. It is the message of the Bible.
Is the dragon in the silo is a dangerous signal of the perilous spiritual state that
South Africa and the Cape in particular is headed?
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Cape Town has been called the “Pink Capital of the world” and embraced “ queer pride”
and every form of sexual perversion - it appears now we are, through art, giving place for
the literal feet of the dragon not only to land, but to open up spiritual doors (the oculus).
The GOD of the Bible, YHVH, has given us the incredible Gift of CREATIVITY. He gave us
eyes to see His Beauty, ears to hear it and memory to remember it.
Everything that YHVH creates is good. When a flower is dissected, I am continually
amazed at the exquisite beauty that lies hidden in the secret parts of their extraordinary
internal design, the parts that we don’t even see with our naked eye.
Every single plant and flower was different. The myriad of hues of colour in God’s creation
never clash. All blended to make a harmonious exquisite beauty. It is such a continual
confirmation to me of the characteristics of God, that we can see through His Creation and
that He above all else, loves beauty, creativity and diversity.
When I watch snow fall I can hardly comprehend that every single snowflake is unique in
design! That is the creativity of the God that we serve. There are no two trees alike, no two
leaves alike, no two people alike, no two animals alike, their individual characteristics are
all unique.
Even looking at the wonders of human anatomy should make us aware of the
extraordinariness of the Creator God that we serve. Never, ever should we worship the
creation, rather we should worship the Creator, the God of the Bible YHVH, The One who
created everything, The One who gave it all to us.
We need to repent for allowing the God-given creativity within us to be perverted, to be
used as channels for the darkness, for being so blind that we cannot discern, and return to
a Holy God who gave us art and craftsmanship to allow our hearts to be lifted up to
release thanksgiving and praise back to Him.
All of the wonder of creation was intended to draw us closer to Him, the Creator of the
Universe.

Art was never intended to point to the creation, but to use the creation to
point to back to Him who created it all.
In the Bible it was artists who were the first people to be filled with the Holy Spirit.
In the Old Testament we often find quotes saying that the Spirit of God came on someone
as we see in …
II Chronicles 15.1 “Now the spirit of God came on Azariah the son of Oded,” and in
II Chronicles 24.20: “ Then the Spirit of God came on Zecharaiah the son of Jehoiada the
priest…”
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However, it was BEZALEL the son of Uri, who was the first person in the Bible to be
filled with the Spirit of God, as were the artists working with him – AHOLIAB the son of
Ahisamach.
Exodus 31:3 – 5 “And I have filled him with the SPIRIT of GOD, in wisdom and ability, in
understanding and intelligence and in the knowledge, and in all kinds of craftsmanship. To
devise skilful works, to work in gold and in silver and in bronze. And in the cutting of
precious stones for setting and in carving of wood to work in all kinds of craftsmanship.
The tent of meeting, the ark of the Testimony, the mercy seat that is on it, all the
furnishings of the tent, the table of the showbread and it’s utensils, the pure lampstand
with all of it’s utensils, the altar of incense, the altar of burnt offerings with all it’s utensils,
the laver and it’s base and the finely worked holy garments for Aaron the high priest and
for his sons to minister.”
The name BEZALEL means “under the shadow, the protection of GOD”. How amazing
that the very first person in the Bible who was filled with the Spirit of YHVH was an artisan,
not a priest, a king or a prophet and that he was under the shadow of GOD!
This should give us a definite sense of the importance that GOD gave to artistic skills in
the creation and design of His dwelling place, the Tabernacle, which was a prophetic
model for His church.
Now we have a Tabernacle not made with hands …
2 Corinthians 5.1 “For we know that if the earthly tent ( tabernacle) is destroyed, we have
a building from God, an eternal house in heaven, not built by human hands.”

We are a Tabernacle!
Before art museums even existed it was the ecclesia which was always one of the great
custodian of “art” throughout the generations. Many of the great works of art were actually
commissioned by the ecclesia and by wealthy church patrons.
However, with the renaissance and the later ”age of enlightenment” devotion to the Lord
drifted from grace, and much ecclesia art not only became idolatrous, it became mixed and
confused with secular and even pagan imagery.
Many churches were even built on top of original pagan sites and the building materials of
these pagan temples simply incorporated into the new church buildings.
With the Protestant Reformation, church art was rejected altogether as idolatrous, and the
interior of churches became plain and often cold. This became a reflection of how God
was perceived to be – stiff, cold, controlling and indifferent. It is one of the great tragedies
of church history which like the elaborate idolatry, both totally misrepresented, the Nature
and Character of GOD.
With Pentacostalism there was a movement to recover art in worship, but once again this
has ended up in a fusion of the secular, gnostic and mystic imagery.
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Much church art and music now is no different from that of the world. There are many
artists who are deeply committed to worshipping the Lord with their art, but sadly many
have their worship set on their art itself, rather than on YHVH.
Somehow “art” teeters on the tight rope of worshipping YHVH, with a deep ditch on either
side with lawlessness and rebellion on one side and legalism on the other.
In art this is manifested as the ditches of idolatry on one side and tragically inhibiting
legalism on the other. Learning to navigate between these two can only be performed with
the help of the Lord. There is a GODLY tension which can help us keep a balance and
prevent us from falling off into either.
The very nature of creativity is freedom within constraints, but liberty in design, YHVH is
the GOD of both, He is the Lord of Creation.
It is noteworthy that paintings in the modern sense of the word, were not cultivated by the
Hebrews although, they were used to decorate by the pagan societies around them.
Paint was in fact, the term used for forms of cosmetics. It was an external application.
Satan always provides a counterfeit.
Jezebel painted her eyes 2 Kings 9:30. It was a skill according to the Book of Enoch
which was taught by fallen angels!
The true meaning of the word comes from the Hebrew word MASHACH means “to anoint”
which is defined as “to smear, rub or consecrate with oil or paint”.
STRONG’s 4886 … One concordance states that:
“with the filling of the Spirit of God there is an internal anointing or painting of the
spirit, that gives us the nature of the Spirit of YHVH in our hearts and should be
reflected through our lives and work. The anointing was not an external painting with
paint but an internal transformation by the Spirit of God.”
The word paint means to cover over or decorate as with paint, a solid pigment suspended
in liquid which dries to form a hard coating. To cover in a film, cosmetics or oil – war paint.
It can also mean to embroider or TATTOO, to decorate with cut marks ( african tribal
initiation) to stain, hew out of wood to carve, to write.
When God gave Bezalel the Holy Spirit to give him wisdom it was to endow him with
special creative abilities and craftsmanship. The highest art was for the highest
purpose, to be used to build God’s dwelling place on this earth.
The highest form of art will always be that which is done for God, not for men, for the
admiration of men or for money. Men may come and enjoy it, be lifted up by it, for this is
also pleasing to the Lord.
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When YHVH created the Garden for Adam and Eve to dwell in it was “good.” To me
that means that it must have been visually beautiful and harmonious, for it was the place
that God came down and walked and talked to them. He would not have come down into
something ugly.
So too with art today. The direction of art should and always will be to draw and reconcile
all men to God through its beauty. The direction of art should never be a downward spiral
into darkness, death and Satanism.
That is the deep, deep sadness that I experienced when I visited the MOCAA Museum.
Yes the architecture was impressive but I was totally shocked and unprepared for the
power of the darkness there.
A power whose direction is to pull people to the occult, rebellion and the worship of the
dragon.
The term “black art” is not a racial term, although it being used that way as a form of
empowerment, the true sense is black spiritual forces behind it.
An “A” rated movie can have the power to seduce and release a spirit of lust sometimes
even more insidiously than an “X“ rated movie – which is the whole agenda behind many
animated movies.
So too, dark art has the power to impart darkness and oppression. It is not so much what
is shown, but the real power operating behind and through it.
There is a false Holy Spirit which is called Kundalini, which also can inspire, even
religious art – for example: the imagery of the Virgin Mary, the false Jesus, and the false
light (haloes).
The true Holy Spirit anointed art will have the ability to once again to turn people to back to
the Lord, back to beauty, to the true Light of YHVH and perhaps to the path of deliverance
and freedom. This is the art imbued with the Spirit of YHVH, the same spirit which indwelt
and empowered Bezalel.
GOD, through Moses, gave Bezalel instructions how to build His dwelling place. Bezalel
knew what colours to use, and where to use them. He received exact architectural plans,
was instructed quite specifically how to make the lamp stand, the altar. He was instructed
how to weave colours and images on the heavy curtain which was the veil, and on the tent
walls, for the forms for the tent posts and the garments for the priests. He was given these
instructions first in his spirit, in his mind but once the tent was built everyone could see it, it
became manifest. It inspired people as being not only a place of worship, but a place
where YHVH could come down and meet with them.
So too, should art inspired by the Spirit of YHVH. Art is not as the world views it, it is and
never should be a “financial investment” and never an end to itself. All life is to know GOD
and His Son Yeshua the Messiah and that is where all “art“ should be leading.
I Corinthians 2.10: “Yet to us God has unveiled and revealed them by and through his
spirit, for the Holy Spirit searches diligently, exploring and examining everything, even
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sounding the profound and bottomless things of God the divine counsels and things
hidden beyond man’s scrutiny.”
In my opinion, the dark agenda behind the art of the nude imagery first propagated by the
Venetians, the art nudity housed in the Vatican itself, the idolatry of the imagery and icons
of the Queen of Heaven, and that of the dark satanic imagery of the hybrid art of the
MOCAA museum, is to potentially turn people, even undiscerning Christians to be
deceived into thinking evil is good, and worse still that it is even worthy of admiration.
Deception is the tool first used by satan in the Garden, but is it the same old ploy to turn
people away from GOD, to turn them back to darkness and to the worship of the beast, the
great dragon who is none other than Satan himself which now hangs in the foyer of the
MOCAA Museum?

We need to discern!
We must have discernment that goes beyond human ratings and allow the true Holy Spirit
to give us insight into what is happening in “plain sight” under the camouflage of art, media
and entertainment, lest we too be conditioned.
We need to wake up and not be like the frog who dived into what looked like a pond, not
realising until it was too late, that it was in fact a pot in which he would be slowly boiled to
death!
1 John 5:21 “Little children keep yourselves from idols, false gods - from anything and
everything that would occupy the place in your heart due to God, from any sort of
substitution for Him that would take first place in your life.”
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PART II : RESEARCH ON THE IMPUNDULU IN THE ZEITZ MOCAA
MUSEUM, CAPE TOWN.
https://www.timeslive.co.za/sunday-times/lifestyle/2017-09-15-in-pictures-inside-zeitz-mocaa-themuseum-everyones-talking-about/

The IMPUDULU is also called the RAIN BIRD. Which in interesting in relationship with the
drought presently being experienced in many parts of South Africa, particularly the
Western Cape.
It was also known as the “Messenger of Death” as it takes on the physical embodiment of
lightning as the bird in fiery form, sent by the Sky God, “Lord of the Sky“ delivering fire to
the earth as death caused by lightning strikes.
According to Credo Mutwa, the Zulu shaman, the Impundulu ranks along with the
Tokoloshe as a FAMILIAR SPIRIT whose origins lie with the descendants of the gods who
came out of the skies – fallen angels!
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He says that no matter where you go in Africa, from the Dogon in the north to the Zulu in
the south you will find ancient stories that the Africans are the descendants of the gods
who came out of the skies thousands of years ago. Some came from the seas as
beautiful human beings whose skins were either bright blue, green or silver. ( as
depicted in the western movie AVATAR).
He says that in Northern Zululand in the area of the sacred lake St. Lucia, is the
place where the Zulu and many other tribes believe that the Great earth Mother
arrived in a reed boat. They describe her as being a very, very fat huge woman with
bright green skin, who came to give the African people, laws, religion as well as the
healing arts. Lucia is a female form of LUCIFER!
However, the ones who came out of the sky were creatures who were non-human, scaly
creatures who were frightening and extremely hideous and reptilian like (fallen angels)
who could fly through the sky like great birds. They carried their souls in little bags in the
form of spheres of light which could illuminate an entire village at night.
He says that throughout Africa these mysterious beings taught humans many things.
It is interesting that in the movie “NOAH” whose story line has very little, if anything at all to
do with the Bible, depicts the bloodline of Noah as being “hybrid“ of human and nonhuman lineage, a man who converses with the “Watchers” (fallen angels).
They take this from the Book of Enoch where it is written;
“I have begotten a strange son. He is not like an ordinary human being but looks like
the children of angels of heaven to me. His form is different and he is not like us … it
does not seem to me that he is of me but of the angels.”
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In the movie, after killing Lamech, Tubal Cain loots his corpse taking the ancient
snakeskin which has been passed down from the time of Adam and Eve. The passing of
the snakeskin in the movie is depicted as being symbolic of the “hybrid” connection to the
gods - the reptilian in the bloodline from the very start of history!
This is exactly the same story line not only of Credo Mutwa, but that of the ancient
Sumerian hero Utnapishtim and those of Mesopotamia - fallen angels, who flew down to
earth and came out of the sea to teach men things that they never knew before. Their
offspring became the Nephilim, Rephaim, Emim, Anakim etc the giants races, who are
recorded in texts from all over the world. These beings had the ability to change their
shape at will, into birds among many other creatures.

This is a short back story to what is behind the IMPUNDULU.
The monstrous bird known to many African tribes and nations calling it different names –
the Thekwane Izulu, and even Ishologul. They were known as the “miraculous birds of
god.” This is not YHVH, the GOD of the Bible.
The Shona people of Zimbabwe call it “MHENI” and Ndebele now it as “INYONI
YEZULU.”
It is the great power of the Impundulu as a vampiric shape shifter, which in the form of a
seducer, baits out its victims. The same tactic as the serpent in the Garden who “seduced”
Eve.
To seduce also means to: “lead astray, tempt into a
crime, corrupt, persuade into the surrender of
chastity, debauch. To temp with the attractive quality
of something often with the playful imputation of
blame. To seduce with beauty.“
According to the traditional healer/sangoma,
Khokkhovula, who practices in the Siloam Nzhele,
Limpopo province, the Impundulu, or RAIN BIRD who
they call “NDADZI” and “ MHENI” was historically the
bird of lightning, rain and chaos, which was used by
the Venda people in battle to strike their enemies and
their enemies cattle and goods with lightning bolts.
The bird is summoned by storm and witches use the
“ power of their feathers” to cause rain to stop or to
start.
The Venda people were feared for their capabilities of
using the “lightning strike” power of the Impundulu,
referring to the attacking of a person with a
permanent “stroke” ( heart attack) using the negative powers of witchcraft. There is in fact
a saying: “ I will go to Venda to strike you, to fetch the lightning.”
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This is the “stroke” caused by the Impundulu the RAIN BIRD whose power is
used by witches and some Rain Queens.
The MODJADJI or RAIN QUEEN is the hereditary title of the female ruler, Queen of
Balobedu of Limpopo, who is said to have the power to control clouds and rainfall. She is a
bloodline powerful magician who has the power to bring rain or to bring drought.

Is it this witchcraft which has brought drought to the Cape?
It is said that the Impundulu Rain Bird may connect with the heat of the sun, to create an
infinite heat which affects people with negative powers, in particular witches, which they
use to create sunstroke and drought using the “lightning bolt.” (I believe this heat is
Kundalini energy!)
When the Lightning of the impundulu strikes the ground a “ “fairy circle” is created where
the egg is laid. Witches believe that the eggs can be ground into a powder for voodoo use
in concoctions to curse their enemies.
The IMPUNDULU of the Zeitz MOCAA Museum, not only manifests as the
Hammerkop, but as both the SECRETARY BIRD, and the PHOENIX.
This is the “crowned” bird whose wings surmount the National Coat of Arms of
South Africa! The national Coat of Arms, is the highest visual symbol of the state!
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The Bird is described in the official SA blurb as:
“A Demi-Secretary Bird, whose wings are uplifted in a regal and uprising gesture”.
The bird characterised in flight, the natural consequences of growth and speed. It is the
equivalent of the LION ON EARTH, a powerful bird whose legs depicted as a spear and
knobkerrie serve it well in it’s hunt for snakes, symbolising protection of a nation against
it’s enemies. It is the messenger of the heavens and conducts its grace upon the earth.
In this sense it is a symbol of divine majesty. It’s uplifted wings are an emblem of the
ascendance of our nation. In this sense it is a symbol of “divine majesty”. It’s uplifted
wings are an emblem of ascendance of our nation, while simultaneously offering us it’s
protection. It is depicted in gold which clearly symbolises it’s association with the sun and
the highest power.”
So, if the Impundulu in the Zeitz Museum is a form of PHOENIX the Bird of the SUN,
which in Egypt was associated with the sun god RA, a form of anti- Christ, and if its
asymbolism of obtaining new life from rising from the ashes of it’s predecessor, being a
sign of it’s immortality, then I don’t want anything to do with it.
Even most occultists believe that the Phoenix is a symbol of LUCIFER who was cast down
to earth.
In art the Phoenix is depicted endowed with a nimbus (a rayed halo) which emphasises
the bird’s connection and ascension to the sun.
Thus the “rising of the phoenix” became the symbol of the NEW WORLD ORDER, exactly
what the bird / dragon in the Zeitz Museum is perceived to do, in the same way Charlise
Theron in the Dior commercial, when she exits through the oculus into the New World. In
effect it is the same symbolism as Kundalini exiting the crown chakra in Yoga.
The occultists Manly P. Hall wrote:
“The time will come when the secret wisdom shall again be the dominating religious
and philosophical urge of the world. The day is at hand when the doom of dogma
shall be sounded. The great theological Tower of Babel with its confusion of tongues
was built of bricks of mud and mortar of slime. Out of the cold ashes of lifeless
creeds, however shall rise, phoenix like ancient Mysteries.”
It is the Phoenix, a dragon like bird, which was depicted almost exactly like that in the
Zeitz MOCAA Museum, which was displayed at the closing ceremony of the 2012 Olympic
Games in London, which Barbara Walker wrote, in her occult book “Now is the dawning”
describing it as:
“representative of the god who rose to heaven in the form of a morning star, like
Lucifer, after his fire-immolation of death and rebirth.”
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It is a bird that is “BORN AGAIN” exactly like the immortal (familiar) spirit behind the
Impundulu that lives in the bloodline of witches which Credo Mutwa connects back to fallen
angels.
In historical record the Phoenix symbolises the Sun, Time, the Empire, metempsychosis,
consecration, resurrection, life in the heavenly Paradise,( the false) Christ, the Virgin Mary,
and the exceptional man, who Leonardo da Vinci described as the “perfect man” ( a false
or anti- Christ).

THE GUPTAS7
The connection of this bird to EMPIRE is interesting as the GUPTAS are not part of a
simple Indian family but hold the name of their ancestors, the ancient GUPTA EMPIRE
(300CE).
They are of “royal” Indian bloodline ancestry, Indian Kings, who patronised Vedic rituals
and deities until 380CE. After this the Gupta rulers became known as BHAGAVATA
VAISHNAVAS, devotees of the god VISHNU.
The Gupta brothers are from the line of GUPTA KINGS who from SRI GUPTA the founder
of the Gupta Dynasty in the 3rd Century, which lasted for more than 200 years.
The most important Gupta kings were SAMUDRA GUPTA and his successor CHANDRA
GUPTA.
They were Hindi but embraced Brahmanism, building temples to the gods SHIVA, VISHNU
and BRAHMA.
They were of the VAISHYA, a high caste whose enormous wealth came from trade and
warfare as their descendants the Gupta brothers still do.
They became the supreme devotees of VISHNU and the avatars of VISHNU who were
KRISHNA, VARAHA and the GARUDA8 EAGLE DIETY which is but another form of the
IMPUNDULU.
In the ancient Indian Vedas the “watchers were called NAGAS or SERPENT GODS. In
Buddhism they were the “snake guardians” that stood over doorways or spiritual
portals – doorways between the spirit world.
Only the Garuda Eagle had the power to kill the serpent, thus this bird was described as
“aquiline” or “eagle like,” a halfbird / halfman, hybrid avian humanoid called the
“DEVOURER, KING of the BIRDS – who roams the universe devouring the wicked.”

Does this remind you of anyone in the Bible? The devil / satan who roams
around seeking those to devour.

7

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gupta_Empire

8

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garuda
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This is the same anti-christ imagery in different form, which lies behind St. George, the
patron of the Royal Order of the Garter, as the one who kills the dragon!

In the Bible it is Yeshua the Messiah!
Shiva is also called “Lord of the Dance.” It is his idol which stands in front of the entrance
to CERN in Switzerland home of the Hadron Collider. Described in the Upanishads as:
” the controller of the entire material manifestation, the combination of mother and father of
the cosmic manifestation. You create this cosmic manifestation and annihilate it by
expansion of your personality, exactly as a spider creates, maintains and winds up its
web.”
This bird is the same as the same as the HAMA of SHIVA.
The Gupta’s ancestors, who were called SHAIVITES9 after the god they served, carved
the images of SAIVA or SHIVA, onto the walls of their temples and had the image
imprinted on their gold coins and are still doing it to this day by building a new temple to
Shiva.
SHIVA is the 27th and 600 hundredth name of VISHNU of whom the Garuda Eagle
(Impundulu) is an avatar. It is one of the 1000 names of VISHNU MAHADEVA the
“GREAT god or lord” the “SUPREME god.”
I have so often wondered whether all the shaved heads that are in fashion these days are
spiritual bloodline signals of the anti-christ spirit – as “shave its” or shaivites.
This then is the spiritual power behind the Gupta family takeover of South Africa,
powerful spirits which seems to manifest in the imagery of the dragon and hybrid
art of the Zeitz MOCAA Museum.
The Gupta brothers, Ajay10 and Atul, the intimate friends and controllers of South
Africa’s President Zuma, right now are building a massive Hindu temple in memory
of their father, Kumar at the instruction of their mother ANGOORI, to honour their
god SHIVA in their home town of Saharanpur11 in North India. The town which gave
its name to their company Sahara Holdings.
For years Atul’s father cycled daily to the Lord Shiva temple in Bada Baba Lal Dass, where
he worshipped Shiva and fed the sacred cows and stray dogs. In 1993 Atul was sent to
South Africa by Shiv Kuma, his father, as he believed that “Africa would became the new
America of the world”.
In 1994 the Gupta family transferred R1 2 000 000 into an account that Atul opened
in South Africa. With it he set in place the process to establish the new Gupta
“empire.”
9

http://adinathweb.com/clients/shivadham/making_of_shivadham.php

10

https://www.timeslive.co.za/sunday-times/news/2011-06-10-from-saharanpur-to-saxonwold-theincredible-journey-of-the-gupta-family/
11

http://city-press.news24.com/News/at-home-in-saxonwold-and-saharanpur-20160402
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From a modest turnover in 1994, in Correct Marketing, sales rocketed to R97 000 000 in
1997 – the year that they changed the name to Sahara computers, named after their home
town SAHARANPUR!
Sahara holdings became the parent company of all the various Gupta businesses
with an annual turnover of R2 billion.
This new temple to Shiva being built by the Gupta’s, is at the cost of R200 000 000
with money which is being pillaged through corruption from South Africa, as a
spiritual investment to the well-being of the people of Saharanpur.

The corruption of South African government seems to be in effect funding
the building of a temple to an anti-christ deity SHIVA who is Satan!
The residents of Saharanpur, refer to Ajay Gupta as a “living god,” the “King of
Saharanput” where the cavalcades of cars and buzzing helicopters being a sure sign to
them, that their “ living god GUPTA” has returned from South Africa like a Hollywood
celebrity.
So it is all inter-connected!
In fact, this African myth states that an African Vampire did not kill its victims - it left
them with a wasting disease, a bad cough and infertility. It also may cause the victim
a quick death often called: "BEING SLAIN BY THE BIRD OF HEAVEN" where the
victim would often experience a sharp unbearable pain in the chest or head.
Then the Lord showed me that almost every tribe, particularly of South Africa,
including the XHOSA people of Lesotho tell of the same vampiric bird which they call
HILI.
In fact, the description of the Xhosa HILI most accurately describes the bird dragon
IMPUNDULU in the MOCAA Museum - a large skull headed bird, dripping bile
(bitterness) and fecal matter (defilement) from its body as it flies, so much so, that if
a single drop lands on a person they will contract a disease so powerful that only the
strongest magic can cure it.
To keep the infected person from spreading the disease throughout the community a
person had to leave. As the victim grows sicker and sicker, the HILI would
return to be near so that it is the first creature on the scene when the person dies.
This is exactly how a familiar spirit works.
I also found out that the IMPUNDULU are said to be a bloodline of vampires bonded
to the familiar coven of moral witches passed down specifically from mother to
daughter.
It is "owned" by the witches bloodline family, who make sure that it fed well (with
blood) in order as part of their protection to prevent it turning against them.
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If the witch did not allow the bird to feed it would cause the witch’s death, so the
witch always made sure that "'her vampire" was fed. Strangely, it usually
manifested to the witch as a seductive white male.
Vampires can be traced straight back to the Biblical Giants the original cannibals.
The word "cannibal" derives from the Chaldean "CAHNA BEL" meaning "PRIEST
OF BAAL!
It means a person who eats the flesh and drinks the blood of another … a worshipper of
the demonic BAAL a fallen angel masquerading as a deity!
If the Impundulu was not handed down in the correct manner it is called an ISHOLOGU an
"ownerless monster" that will cause chaos.

So what they are invoking at the Cape Town Waterfront is the darkest of
black witchcraft!
The good news is that the only thing that can destroy it is fire!
I did pray while I was walking through the museum that YHVH the Lord GOD Almighty
would deal with this Himself, only He can destroy this evil.
I also found out that along with the powers of the Impundulu Lightning Bird in traditional
African witchcraft something which I thought was a sign, two things which I thought were
so significant.
1. South African is called the Rainbow Nation.
2. In African spiritual and traditional understanding (witchcraft), Vapor and Rainbow
means the connection of different spirits.
It is the WATER SPIRITS that connect with the MOUNTAIN SPIRITS, (WATER &
EARTH) the SPIRIT OF THE SKY and that of the RIVERS (AIR & WATER), which
forms the rainbow VAPOR.
The RAINBOW VAPOR and the MOUNTAINS (Table Mountain?) are used in giving
spiritual powers to witches and powers for successful leadership in all aspects, in the
political arena, the church as well as political and non-political miraculous magic, the
power behind sangomas, psychics, angel readings, Inyangas, for business success
and power, which is made out of fire wood.
They also use FIRE POWER in so-called "healing fire work”. This is done using
practical fire to be started to burn off all negative powers and all evil and bad luck. It
gives witches the power to fight.

Is this what is behind all the fires that have devastated the Cape in recent
years!
They also use the power of UKUBETHELA UMUZI to "bind a home, a house, a
business premise or a religious building a church, government buildings or any other
building”.
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This binding or fastening called Ukubethela Umazi means that whatever premise it is
then in the hand of the Sangoma, spiritualist or herbal healer.
One traditional healer actually states:
"Even the church prophets of these days use the power of Ukebethela Umazi, but
when the church first came to Africa, with the missionaries, it was considered taboo
to "fasten your home" with the means of an Inyanga and Sangoma, not so anymore!"
PLEASE NOTE!!!
This information contained in this document is personal opinions / research with actual
links.
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